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Abstract 

Autonomous drilling uses data collected from sensors, a control system, and a specifically             

programmed algorithm to optimize drilling parameters. This innovation will provide lower costs,            

increase the efficiency of the drilling rig, and reduce safety risks. The Society of Petroleum               

Engineers (SPE) Drilling Systems Automation Technical Section (DSATS) has presented a           

competition to design and construct a miniature autonomous drilling rig, with the intention of              

inspiring innovation in this area.  

The Drillbotics competition provides experiential learning opportunities for any student          

interested in drilling and mechatronics at Missouri University of Science and Technology            

(Missouri S&T). A multidisciplinary team was formed to take on the project. The research and               

design was split into three sub-categories: mechanical, electrical/software, and fluid          

system/testing. The mechanical design focused solely on the rig framework, drill motor, vertical             

movement, and sensor instrumentation. The electrical/software design encompassed        

programming the drilling algorithm, selecting sensors for data recovery, and designing the            

control system. Fluid system/testing focused on the fluid circulation system, testing the rig, and              

finding creative ideas for the deviated well. 

This year marks the third year that S&T will participate in the Drillbotics competition, Missouri               

S&T will address the challenges faced at last year's competition and look to improve the overall                

safety and efficiency of the rig. The overall rig design still features linear actuators for a                

telescoping design instead of a block and tackle system as the vertical motion system. The               

actuators will now have position feedback, which will eliminate the misalignment problems seen             

at last year's competition. The decision to keep this overall design greatly aids in the mobility of                 

the rig, especially when moving under doorways, and keeps it less conventional. The control              

system was redesigned with custom circuit boards to aid in plug and play expansion in the                

future, as well as aid in any troubleshooting. Lastly, the foam generation system for fluid               

circulation was upgraded to sense flow rate. 

The following is a link to the 2019 design report video:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IJMukH36nyw  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IJMukH36nyw
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Scheduling 
The Gantt chart shown below in Figure 1 will be used to keep track of progress and is a visible                    

representation of deadlines set externally by the Drillbotics competition and internally by the             

Missouri S&T Team during Phase I and II. It is important to set dates and deadlines in such a                   

competition so as to not become off-task and to make sure the team completes the required                

tasks before certain competition deadlines. 

 

 

Figure 1 - Gantt Chart of Phases I and II 
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Mechanical Rig Design 
This year the team chose to improve upon last year’s telescoping rig design. The improved               

mobility was a great benefit to the team, as it could be stored in the back of a standard truck bed                     

without disassembly. The linear actuators provided a collapsed height of five and a half feet,               

and a fully extended height of eight feet. This design eliminates the standard block and tackle                

system and consolidates the hoisting system into the rig mast, making for a smaller and lighter                

rig. This year, the rig is required to drill through a homogeneous sandstone of approximately               

12”W x 24”L x 24”H with a bit not to exceed 1.5” in diameter and 2” in length, and deviate at                     

least 2 ⅜” from the well center. To overcome this challenge, the weight on bit and other drilling                  

parameters will be monitored so the rig may continuously make its own adjustments to the               

changing downhole conditions. The following sections go into more detail of the team’s             

mechanical design and considerations. 

Drill Rig Components 

The drill will be supported by four linear actuators to provide the telescoping motion and raise                

and lower the bit. The bit will be rotated by the top drive ¼ horsepower motor connected in                  

series to the water swivel and weight on bit sensor. The frame was fabricated by T-Slot                

extrusions to aid in modularity in the event future changes are desired. Mobility is improved by                

four leveling casters at the base of the rig that can be fixed while drilling. Lastly, a newly                  

designed foldable electronics table will attach to the rig. The 2019 rig can be seen below in                 

Figure 2. 
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Figure 2 - Rig Design 

Vertical Motion 

Four feedback linear actuators will operate in tandem to control the bit’s vertical movement.              

Each actuator will have a load capacity of 50 pounds each, and have a maximum speed of 1.14                  

in/sec. The actuators function via an electric motor that turns a lead screw, creating straight               

linear motion. Although the telescoping rig greatly improved mobility, it was not without its              

drawbacks of potential misalignment and a more complex control system. Due to misalignment             

issues seen last year while drilling, new actuators have been purchased to provide position              

feedback so they may be precisely controlled independently. This design also created a much              

more complex control system than the standard block and tackle system. All of theses              

drawbacks were deemed acceptable and were overcome this year. 

Several solutions were evaluated for the vertical movement method based upon price, ease of              

control, and complexity. The first method that was considered was the usage of rack and               

pinions to lift the motor plate, and was ultimately not chosen due to a greater potential for                 

misalignment issues and cost due to the number of units needed to lift a level platform. The                 

second method considered was an arrangement of chain and sprockets to lift the platform. The               
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method was quickly shot down as well due to its complexity in requiring several motors, its                

difficulty to control, and costliness. Third, lead and ball screws were examined as they are               

known to work well in providing translation in horizontal applications. They were ultimately not              

chosen due to their unknown load capacity in a vertical application, but led the team to linear                 

actuators which are made for vertical applications and have a known load capacity. 

The only changes that the team would make if the rig was to be built for continuous duty, would                   

be to use hydraulic cylinders, as the small gears in the linear actuators would eventually break                

down due to the vibrations of the rig. Linear actuators, however, are sufficient for the               

competition’s short time requirements. 

Load Cell 

Strain gauges were eliminated from the design due to complications last year in reading a               

reliable weight on bit while drilling. This year, a through hole load cell will be used to obtain this                   

measurement as seen below in Figures 3 - 5. The load cell will be contained in a machined                  

cylinder and bolted to the frame as seen in Figure 3. 

Figure 3 - Load Cell Assembly 
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The through hole load cell allows the drillpipe to pass through the middle, and contains an outer                 

lip that will measure the compressional force seen from the drillpipe. To measure this force, a                

shaft collar will be fixed to the drillpipe and compress a thrust bearing into the lip of the load cell,                    

as seen in Figure 4. 

Figure 4 - Load cell components 

A cross section of the Load cell assembly and holder as shown below. This holder fixes the                 

maximum travel distance of the individual components and ensures a consistent reading. 

 

 

Figure 5 - Load Cell Assembly Cross section 
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Safety Considerations 

To eliminate the need to lift the rock into place, and avoid any lifting injuries, the rig will contain                   

a door at the base that can be manually opened, as shown in Figure 6.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6 - Door for rock sample 

To eliminate any potential contact with the rotating equipment or flying debris, plexiglas will be               

framed inside the T-Slotted aluminum at the base of the rig around the rock sample, as well as                  

the travel block around the rotating shaft. Locations can be seen below in Figures 7 - 8.                

 

Figures 7 - 8: Plexiglas locations 
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Lastly, a hazard light will be placed at the top of the rig near the motor to alert any bystanders                    

that the drill is in operation. These design safety considerations and others will be discussed               

further in the “Health, Safety, and Environment Considerations and Procedures” section. 

Material Considerations 

Aluminum was ultimately chosen over steel due to its lower density, and the team’s choice to                

maximize the mobility of the rig, although steel will always cost less and have a higher strength.                 

6061-T6 plating was chosen to secure the casters, linear actuators, and motor to the frame as it                 

is the most common alloy and temper of aluminum, is highly weldable, and has great               

mechanical properties. The 6061 alloy is also used in the aluminum T-slot extrusions from which               

the base will also be made. 

Mechanical Calculations 

For the 2018 and 2019 Drillbotics season, Missouri S&T decided to focus on burst and buckling                

as potential failure mechanisms. The other two failure mechanisms, tensile and collapse failure,             

are included in the calculations for completion. A drill pipe with a wall thickness of 0.049 inches                 

made of a 6061 aluminum alloy is required for this competition. Table 1 lists the specifications                

used for the drill pipe calculations. It is important to note that for tensile strength the team                 

decided to use the minimum value in the range of tensile strengths to make sure failure will not                  

be induced. 

Property Value 

Density (ρ) 
2.7 
g/cm3 

Young’s Modulus (ϵ) 
9,900 
ksi 

Thickness (t) 0.049 in 
Inside Diameter (d) 0.277 in 
Outside Diameter (D) 0.375 in 
Tensile Strength (σt) 18 ksi 
Poisson’s Ratio (D) .33 

Table 1—Drill Pipe Specifications for 6061 Aluminum 
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To calculate the force needed to cause tensile failure for the drill pipe Equation 1 was used.                 

Tensile failure occurs when the drill pipe experiences a magnitude of stress great enough to               

reach the tensile yield in the plastic deformation region. The calculated force was determined to               

be 903.3 lb. The rig has been designed such that this force will not be able to act on the drill                     

pipe in tension, a maximum of 200lbs can be supported by the linear actuators. 

A  F = σ = σ 4
π D( 2 − d2)  (1) 

Where: F=maximum tensile force (lb) 

σ=Tensile strength (lb) 

D=outside diameter (in) 

d=inside diameter (in) 

The next force calculated was the burst pressure of the drill pipe. Since foam is our drilling fluid,                  

the seen pressures will be negligible. The preliminary testing of the fluid system indicates that               

relatively low pressures are needed to both pump the foam and remove rock cuttings using the                

foam. The burst pressure was calculated by using Barlow’s formula, shown in Equation 2. The               

calculated burst pressure was found to be 4704 psi. The high values of both the burst pressure                 

and force needed for tensile value confirmed the team’s suspicion that max torque and weight               

on bit (WOB) would be the confining parameters in the rig’s design. 

P = D
2σ tt  (2) 

Where: P=Burst Pressure (psi) 

σt=Allowable Stress (psi) 

t=Drill pipe Thickness (in) 

To calculate the maximum WOB, Euler’s Column Formula (Equation 3) was used. In order to               

use Euler’s Column Formula, the moment of inertia, I, must first be calculated. The moment of                

inertia for a pipe was calculated from Equation 4. It is important to note that Euler’s Column                 

Formula uses an adjustment factor, K, for end conditions. When both ends are fixed, as will be                 

assumed while drilling, the adjustment factor has a value of 4. When one end is fixed, as when                  

the rig is lowering the drill bit to the rock, the adjustment factor has a value of 0.25. The                   

maximum WOB for one fixed end was calculated to be 12.97 lbf and the maximum WOB for two                  
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fixed ends was calculated to be 207.46 lbf. This calculation also makes the very important               

assumption that the force is centered over a straight pipe. For this reason, the team will carefully                 

inspect all drill pipes before testing and calibrating the software for automation. Some tests have               

also been performed with slightly bent drill pipes just in case a pipe deforms slightly during                

competition.  

KFmax =
L2

π EI2  (3) 

Where: Fmax=Maximum WOB (psi) 

E=Young’s Modulus (psi) 

I=Moment of Inertia (in4) 

L=Drill Pipe Length (in) 

K=Adjustment Factor 

 I = π
64 D( 4 − d4)  (4) 

The last source of failure calculated was for shearing from an induced torque. To calculate max                

torque the equation for maximum shear stress, , was readjusted to create Equation 5.       τmax = J
Tc        

To solve Eq. 5, the polar moment of inertia for a hollow shaft, J, must first be calculated using                   

Equation 6. The calculated polar moment of inertia was 0.00136 in4 and the max torque was                

found to be 130.9 lb-in.  

Tmax = c
τJ  (5) 

Where: Tmax=Maximum Torque (lb-in) 

τ=Shear Stress (psi) 

J=Polar Moment of Inertia (in4) 

 J = π
32 D( 4 − d4)  (6) 

 

The final calculation is the strain created by the maximum WOB. The strain in the z direction                 

was calculated by rearranging the equation for Young’s modulus to create Equation 7. The              

stress used in Eq. 7 was calculated by using Equation 8, where the forces used were the                 

maximum WOB calculated above for both one fixed end as well as two fixed ends. The                

calculated potential stress created from the maximum WOB from one fixed end is 258.37 lbf/in2               
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and 4133.98 lbf/in2 for two fixed ends. The calculated strain created by the maximum WOB from                

one fixed end is 2.59 x 10-5 and 4.14 x10-4 for two fixed ends. This does not account for shearing                    

at the ends of the drill pipe, however, where the drill pipe connections are located. 

εE = σ  (7) 

Where: ε=Strain (in/in) 

Aσpotential = Fmax  (8) 

Where: σpotential=Stress from Max WOB (psi) 

A=Cross-sectional Area of Drill pipe (in2) 

The calculations that formed the foundation of the mechanical design are summarized in Table              
2. 

Calculation Equation Value Value with  
safety factor of   
1.15 

Force Needed to   

Cause Tensile Failure 
A  F = σ = σ 4

π D( 2 − d2)  903.3 lbs 785.5 lbs 

Burst Pressure from   

Barlow’s formula 
P = D

2σ tt  4704 psi 4090 psi 

Euler’s Column  

Formula for Maximum   

WOB 

KFmax =
L2

π EI2  One Fixed End: 

12.97 lbf 

Two Fixed Ends: 207.46    

lbf  

One Fixed End:  

11.26 lbf 

Two Fixed Ends:  

180.4 lbf  

Moment of Inertia for    

a Pipe 
 I = π

64 D( 4 − d4)  0.0006817 in4 0.0006817 in4 

Maximum Torque Tmax = c
τJ  130.9 lb-in 113.8 lb-in 
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Polar Moment of   

Inertia for a Hollow    

Shaft. 

 J = π
32 D( 4 − d4)  0.00136 in4 0.00136 in4 

Strain Created During   

Max WOB 

εE = σ  One Fixed End: 

2.59 x 10-5  

Two Fixed Ends: 

4.14 x 10-4 

One Fixed End: 

2.17 x 10-5  

Two Fixed Ends: 

3.6*10-4  

Stress Created During   

Max WOB 

Aσpotential = Fmax  One Fixed End: 

258.37 lbf/in2  

Two Fixed Ends: 

4133.98 lbf/in2 

One Fixed End: 

224.67 lbf/in2 

Two Fixed Ends: 

3594.77 lbf/in2  

Table 2- Mechanical Calculations Summary 

Motor Selection 

Several factors went into the motor selection process. Firstly, the most likely failure in the drilling                

operation would be a shear failure in the drill pipe. As determined above, the max torque                

allowed in the pipe is 130.9 lb-in, so the team chose a gearmotor with a high factor of safety,                   

with a much lower torque of 25 lb-in at 500 RPM to decrease the risk of this failure. The new                    

motor suits its task much better than our first year’s motor that provided 11.3 lb-in at 1750 RPM,                  

especially as speed never exceeded several hundred RPM. The new motor essentially gives up              

rotational speed for more torque compared to our first year’s motor.  

Additionally the team also chose this motor because they already had a 90V motor controller               

from its first year. Transitioning to our new circuit board design this year, this had to be taken                  

into account and will be discussed in the Electronics section. Lastly, the motor needed the ability                

to be face mounted to the rig. 

Mechanical Subgroup Cost Estimates 

Table 3 represents the total cost estimates for the mechanical subgroup. 
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Description Quantity 
Cost Per  
Item Cost 

In Line Load Cell 1 $635.00 $635.00 

Polycarbonate Sheet 1 $187.99 $187.99 

Aluminum Plate 24x24x0.25" 1 $124.55 $124.55 

T slotted framing 8.5ft 4 $25.41 $101.64 

Fasteners 1 $100.00 $100.00 

Plate mesh 1 $100.00 $100.00 

Couplings 3 $45.00 $135.00 

Actuators 4 $175.99 $703.96 

Drill Pipes 4 $9.44 $37.76 

HDPE Pegboard 1 $44.25 $44.25 

Square Steel Tube 1" X 1" X 11 2ft         
section 2 $8.48 $16.96 

Square Steel Tube 3/4" X 3/4" X 11 2ft         
section 2 $6.24 $12.48 

1010 T Slot 30 in 2 $8.85 $17.70 

1010 T Slot 24 in 1 $7.47 $7.47 

1010 T Slot 22 in 2 $7.01 $14.02 

Hidden Corner Connector:   
Inside-Inside 2 $5.15 $10.30 

Easy-to-Machine 1117 Carbon Steel,    
1-1/2" Diameter 

5 $25.36 $126.80 

  Total 
$2,375.8
8 

Table 3: Mechanical Cost Estimate 

 

Control System Architecture 
The control system architecture is based on a plug-and-play sensor network. This network,             

allows us to distribute mundane tasks like filtering data to different circuit boards on the drill.                
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Rather than raw data being collected in one central location, it is now done in many locations,                 

and that processed data is then sent to one location for database storage and for viewing on the                  

telemetry interface.  

 

This architecture, shown in Figure 9, is very robust. Each sensor, labeled as "generic sensor"               

can support multiple redundant sensors, and can be easily replaced by inserting a new "generic               

sensor" into the network. 

 

 

Figure 9 - Control System Overview 

The drill algorithm is controlled from the "Drill Control Board", where all the data is collected.                

Communication is performed on a CAN Bus, which allows for power and data to be transmitted                

over a single 8-pin wire. Each board is fitted with a unique identifier that will allow other boards                  

to determine where the data is coming from, and what the data represents.  
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Drill Motor Speed 

For monitoring the speed of the motor we will be using a custom hall effect sensor setup fitted at                   

the shaft of the motor. This custom sensor allows us to customize how many magnets we want                 

to use to get a specific range of speed measured by the hall effect sensor. As a magnet passes                   

in front of the hall effect sensor it sends a signal to the microcontroller. By counting the number                  

of times the signal is received in a certain time period we can calculate the RPM of the motor. 

 

Torque 

For measuring torque, we have opted-out of buying an expensive in-line torque sensor. Instead,              

we are going to measure the current and voltage being used by the motor. This will allow us to                   

solve a simple equation that will give us an accurate estimation for the torque being applied by                 

the motor shown below in Equation 9.  
 

                                                                                                 (9)ι = RPM   2π*
(I   V   E)  60* * *  

 

Rate of Penetration  

Since the linear actuators that are responsible for raising and lowering the drill now allow us to                 

determine the position we can use this for our rate of penetration. 

 

Downhole Sensor 

The downhole sensor has been custom designed by our team. The custom circuit board will               

have a microcontroller with built in wireless communication, it will read data from an MPU               

sensor that has a built-in accelerometer, gyroscope, and magnetometer. The data from the             

gyroscope will allow us to determine the verticality of the bottom of the drillstring. This data will                 

be very useful to our automation algorithm when controlling the deviated drilling. 
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Electrical Costs 

Table 4 below shows the cost breakdown estimated for the electrical team. 

Description Quantity 
Cost Per  
Item Cost 

Custom circuit boards 1 $50.00 $500.00 

Circuit board components 1 $1000.00 $1000.00 

Raspberry Pis 3 $30.00 $90.00 

Arduino Nanos 10 $3.00 $30.00 

  Total $1,620.00 

Table 4 - Electrical Costs 

Fluid System Design 

Because there are no formation fluids to cause a kick and operating pressures are relatively               

low, there is no mud weight window to follow. Therefore, removal of rock cuttings is the most                 

important function of the drilling fluid in the Drillbotics competition. Missouri S&T will continue to               

use foam drilling fluid because it provides a high viscosity and low mudweight that will remove                

cuttings without hindering the bit’s rotational speed downhole. Generating drilling fluid instead of             

relying on a closed loop system has its advantages when it comes to fluid loss. With foam                 

drilling, fluid is not recycled so the amount of fluid in the mud tank is not a problem. Foam                   

evaporates fully in under ten minutes, leaving little to no environmental impact if fluid loss               

occurs. This year’s fluid system features upgrades that better generate foam and create an              

overall more reliable system. 

Characteristics of Drilling Foam and Rheology Measurements 

Foam quality is an important characteristic of drilling foam as it determines the rheological              

model of the fluid as there is no generalized rheological model for drilling foam. Foam quality is                 
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simply the percentage of gas by volume of the foam. It can be mathematically expressed using                

Equation 10: 

×100%Γ = V gas
V +Vgas liquid

 (10) 

Where: Γ=Foam quality (%) 

Vgas=Volume of gas component (cm3) 

Vliquid=Volume of liquid component (cm3) 

A quality of between 70 and 80% is considered of intermediate quality and a quality of over 80%                  

is considered of high quality. However, finding the terms of Eq. 18 in the lab is difficult. Instead,                  

an equation using the density of the components of the foam was used. Equation 11 is often                 

used to find the density of composites like rocks or drilling fluids using a volume fraction and                 

density of each component. It has been adapted to calculate the quality of two-component              

drilling foam within a reasonable amount of accuracy. Using Eq. 19, the foam quality at surface                

static conditions is 90.8%, which indicates high quality foam. 

ρρfoam = Γ gas + (1 )− Γ ρliquid  (11) 

Where: ρfoam=foam density (g/cm3) 

ρgas=gas component density (g/cm3) 

ρliquid=liquid component density (g/cm3) 

Density and rheology measurements of the foam were found in the lab. Viscometer             

measurements were taken using a FANN viscometer at six different rotation speeds. Results of              

the lab measurements can be found in Table 5. Figure 10 shows the shear stress vs. shear                 

rate relationship of the drilling foam. The lab experiment shows that the drilling foam tested is                

best described using the Power Law Model. 

 

 

 Value 

Foam 
Density 

0.742 
lb/gal 

600 RPM 120° 
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300 RPM 85° 

200 RPM 62° 

100 RPM 42° 

6 RPM 7° 

3 RPM 5° 

Table 5–Viscometer Lab Measurements of Drilling Foam 

 

 

Figure 10–Shear Stress vs. Shear rate Relationship of Tested Drilling Foam 

Slip Velocity and Transport Efficiency Calculations 

As was previously mentioned, the main purpose of a drilling fluid in the Drillbotics competition is                

to remove rock cuttings. To do this effectively, the lifting capacity of the drilling fluid must be                 

determined. With the average density of the cuttings being greater than the density of the drilling                

fluid, the cuttings tend to settle or “slip” in the upward-travelling drilling fluid. For the most                

efficient cuttings removal, the slip velocity of the cuttings should be minimized. To calculate slip               

velocity, Moore’s Correlation is used. This correlation uses apparent Newtonian viscosity           

instead of Newtonian viscosity in the calculation of the Reynolds number. The Transport             
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Efficiency is also important because it measures the carrying capacity of the fluid. A Transport               

Efficiency of 50% or higher is acceptable but higher values are preferred. 

Fluid velocity is calculated with Equation 12. The apparent viscosity is calculated by Equation              
13. A value for slip velocity is assumed to be half the fluid velocity. The corresponding Reynolds                 

number is found using Equation 14. If the Reynolds number is less than 3, the flow is fully                  

laminar, and the drag coefficient is found using Equation 15. If the Reynolds number is               

between 3 and 300, the flow is intermediate, and the drag coefficient is found using Equation                
16. If the Reynolds number is greater than 300, the flow is fully turbulent, and the drag                 

coefficient is 1.5. The calculated slip velocity is found using Equation 17. The calculated slip               

velocity is compared to the assumed slip velocity. If the two values are not equal, the calculated                 

slip velocity becomes the new assumed slip velocity. Reynolds number and the drag coefficient              

are calculated again, and a new calculated slip velocity is determined. Iterations are run until the                

calculated slip velocity equals the assumed slip velocity. Net particle velocity is found using              

Equation 18. Transport Efficiency is found using Equation 19. 

V f = q
2.448 (d −d )2

2
2
1

 (12) 

Where: vf=Fluid Velocity (ft/s) 

q=Circulation Rate (ft3/min) 

d1=Outer Diameter of Drill Pipe (in) 

d2=Diameter of Open Hole (in) 

  μa = k
144 ( V f

d −d2 1 )1−n( 2+ n
1

0.0208)
n

 (13) 

Where:  and .32log( )n = 3 θ300

θ600 k = 511n
210 θ300  

µa=Apparent Viscosity (cp) 

θ600=Viscometer Reading at 600 RPM (°) 

θ300=Viscometer Reading at 300 RPM (°) 

NRe = μa

928 ρ v df s s  (14) 

Where: NRe=Reynolds Number 

vs=Assumed Slip Velocity (ft/s) 

ρf=Density of Drilling Fluid (lb/gal) 
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ds=Diameter of Cuttings (in) 

f = 40
NRe

 (15) 

Where: f=Drag Coefficient 

f = 22
√NRe

 (16) 

.89  V s = 1 √ ( )f
ds

ρf
ρs − 1  (17) 

Where: vs=New Slip Velocity (ft/s) 

ρs=Cutting Density (lb/gal) 

V p = V f − V s  (18) 

Where: vp=Cutting Velocity (ft/s) 

ransport Eff iciency ×100%T = V f

V p  (19) 

There are two varying values in calculating slip velocity: cutting diameter and cutting density. A               

range of cutting diameters was used, varying from 0.05 inches to 0.15 inches, to account for                

fluctuating cutting sizes. As for cutting density, the values are more empirical. Densities of              

possible rock samples such as sandstone, limestone, shale, granite, marble, and Portland            

cement in pounds per gallon were found to provide a range of values. At a pump rate of 2.35                   

gal/min, theoretical values of transport efficiency over varying cutting diameters and cutting            

densities are shown in Table 6. In reality, the flow rates will be larger because the addition of air                   

to make the foam will increase the volume and, in turn, the flow rate into the drill pipe, but this                    

represents the minimum pump rate. The diameters used are the diameter of the drill bit and the                 

outer diameter of the drill pipe, representing the largest annulus and the place where cuttings               

are most likely to slip.  
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Table 6–Theoretical Transport Efficiency Results 

Fluid Circulation System Design, Parts List, and Costs 

This year’s fluid system is almost identical to last year’s design. It is an open-loop system based                 

on small-scale foam generating designs for creating aerated concrete, or Aircrete. The drilling             

fluid is not kept agitated during drilling like on a full-size drilling rig. Instead, the air and liquid                  

solution are mixed in the agitation module right before entering the hose to the drill pipe, which                 

ensures uniform foam generation. The design features a self-priming pump, which eliminates            

the problem of having to prime the pump manually (a detriment in trying to automate the fluid                 

system), and a pressure gauge/solenoid valve combination to regulate air flow at 90 psi. This               

allows the system to automatically flow either with just air or just water for testing or for                 

alternatives when running the system during competition. For example, if the liquid solution runs              

out during competition, the fluid system can be quickly converted to use air only. An upgrade to                 

last year’s design is the incorporation of a sensor to measure flow rate from the agitation                

module to the rotary hose. That data is then used to calculate slip velocity and transport                

efficiency in real time with varying cutting sizes. The P&ID diagram of the new system is shown                 

in Figure 11 and a photograph of the finished fluid system is shown in Figure 12. After the foam                   

leaves the drill bit, it flows up through the annulus, is diverted through the Bell nipple, and sent                  

to the foam settling tank via the Blooie line. The parts list and cost breakdown for these                 

upgrades are outlined in Table 7. 
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Figure 11 – P&ID Diagram of Foam Generation System 

 

Figure 12—Photograph of Fluid System Assembly 

Description Quantity 

Cost 
Per 
Item Cost 

EASTMAN 3/8-in x 20-ft Polyethylene     
Tubing (1/4" ID) 

1 $5.49 $5.49 

QUIKRETE 50-lb All-Purpose Sand 4 $4.98 $19.92 

Sakrete Portland 94-lb Type-I/II Cement     
Mix 

3 $11.98 $35.94 
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3/4'' x 48'' Dowel rod 1 $2.98 $2.98 

1'' x 48 '' Dowl rod 1 $3.98 $3.98 

Dish Soap 6 $5.64 $33.84 

Clx SPA antifoam 1 $6.38 $6.38 

1.5" x 1' High-Strength 2024 Aluminum      
Tubes 

1 $23.54 $23.54 

1.75" x 0.5' High-Strength 2024 Aluminum      
Tubes 

1 $23.07 $23.07 

Flow Sensor 1 $138.5
0 

$138.50 

Centrex Rugged Tote 50-Gallon    
(200-Quart) Gray Tote with Standard     
Snap Lid 

1 $21.98 $21.98 

EASTMAN 3/8-in x 20-ft Polyethylene     
Tubing (1/4" ID) 

1 $5.49 $5.49 

QUIKRETE 50-lb All-Purpose Sand 4 $4.98 $19.92 

Sakrete Portland 94-lb Type-I/II Cement     
Mix 

3 $11.98 $35.94 

3/4'' x 48'' Dowel rod 1 $2.98 $2.98 

Sakrete Portland 94-lb Type-I/II Cement     
Mix 

3 $11.98 $35.94 

  Total $315.62 

Table 7—Fluid System Parts List and Cost Breakdown 
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Directional Drilling 
There are several methods to change direction while drilling. Sliding-while-drilling methods such            

as a mud motor were determined to be unusable due to high pressure and flow rate                

requirements. Therefore, the team chose to use a whipstock, a rotating-while-drilling method, to             

change direction while drilling. 

Whipstock Design 
A whipstock is a device which is used to kick off from vertical to deviate a well. It is a steel ramp                      

that deflects the bit into the wall of the well while the bit is rotated from the surface. The                   

whipstock will be machined from a single 12 inch 1117 carbon steel cylinder to fit the bit                 

diameter. Figure 13 shows the whipstock design that the team will implement. 

  

Figure 13 – Whipstock Design 
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Wellbore Design 
The first hole will be drilled to a depth of 16 inches from the surface. The drillstring will trip out                    

and the whipstock will be inserted into the hole. Once it is securely in place, the drillstring will                  

trip back in to drill the deviated section of the well. The kickoff will be at 4 inches from the                    

surface at an angle of 5.8°, which includes a safety factor of 1.25 to account for bit wear on the                    

whipstock and ensure that the exit hole is at or beyond 2.375 inches north of the center.                 

Figures 14 and 15 show the proposed wellbore layout. 

 

 

Figure 14 – Wellbore Design 
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Figure 15 – Wellbore Layout 
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Health, Safety, and Environment Considerations     

and Procedures (Safety Case) 

The ultimate goal of safety procedures is to have everyone go home at the end of the day in the                    

same or better condition in which they arrived. Again this year more safety precautions have               

been implemented in the design of the rig and team procedures. These include simplified rig               

up/rig down procedures, proper heavy lifting procedures, safety windows, an emergency stop,            

and hazard lights.  

The purpose of these additions to the design is to eliminate or control hazards in constructing                

and operating the Drillbotics rig. The Hierarchy of Controls, shown in Figure 16, is the standard                

practice in designing the rig and working in the shop. The most effective control is to eliminate                 

the hazard. Adding plexiglass safety windows to the rig this year eliminates any potential              

contact with the rotating equipment, as well as injury from flying debris. The design addition of a                 

swinging door so that the rig can roll over the rock sample eliminates lifting hazards experienced                

with our first year’s rig. Lifting and situating the rock underneath the rig proved to be a hassle                  

that resulted in some pinched fingers but thankfully no back issues. The next most effective               

control is substitution: to replace the hazard with one less serious. Engineering controls have              

been implemented, namely with the driller being able to control the rig remotely and not being                

fixed to the drill itself. Administrative controls such as design center trainings, Stop Work              

Authority, and safety moments before meetings are effective as well but are by no means the                

best way to reduce injuries. The last line of defense, proper PPE, is discussed later. 
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Figure 16—The Hierarchy of Controls 

Situational Safety Information 

In the event of an emergency, fast, smart reactions are pertinent in helping the injured and                

mitigating damage. Knowledge of the use and placement of emergency equipment, such as fire              

extinguishers, first aid kits, chemical eyewash and shower stations, safety data sheets (SDS),             

and automated external defibrillators (AED) are all discussed during each member’s general            

safety training. The placement of such devices is shown in Figure 17. In the event of severe                 

injury that cannot be treated with first aid, the Phelps County Regional Medical Center is the                

nearest hospital and just down the road from the Kummer Student Design Center. The              

emergency room is located just 0.5 miles away and a two-minute drive down 10th street with                

moderate traffic. 
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Fire Extinguisher  Safety Data Sheet   

Binder 

 Emergency Eyewash/Shower Station  First Aid Kit and AED 

 Shop Manager’s Office   

Figure 17—Placement of Emergency Equipment in the Kummer Student Design Center 

No one is allowed to work in the shop without someone from the same or another design team                  

working as well. In addition, anyone, regardless of experience or affiliation with Drillbotics or              

another design team, can stop someone else’s work they perceive as dangerous and help              

suggest a better, safer way to complete the task. Stop Work Authority (SWA) is paramount in                

working in a safe environment and promotes a unified way to correct and implement these               

corrections. SWA extends to both construction of the rig and operation.  
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Another implementation of situational safety to this year’s team is beginning each meeting with              

a safety moment. A safety moment allows for members to share their experiences in the shop or                 

elsewhere and express how to prevent hazards while working or otherwise. Past topics included              

getting flu shots, safe driving and pedestrian practices, PPE in the shop that is not required but                 

highly recommended such as rubber, no-slip shoes, and mental health awareness. A secondary             

purpose is so that the safety trend continues outside of Drillbotics and the shop.  

Construction Hazards and Safety Precautions 

The design center offers many trainings that must be taken before being granted access to               

areas in the shop. General safety training is mandatory to remain a member of the team and                 

allows access to the fabrication area of the shop. It teaches the basics of safety, where                

emergency equipment is located and how to use it, and an introduction to machines in the                

machine shop. The next training is basic machine shop, where members learn how to safely               

use machines such as the drill press, wet saw, sander, grinder, and band saws. For more                

advanced equipment such as mills, lathes, CNC machines, and the water jet, specific trainings              

are offered. Electronics lab, composites room, and welding room trainings go over the specific              

machines and safety hazards in each of those rooms. The sequence in which trainings must be                

taken is shown in Figure 18.  
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Figure 18—Sequence of Design Center Trainings 

When working at any time in the shop or elsewhere near the rig, closed-toed shoes and safety                 

glasses are required PPE. When using machines that create sparks such as the grinder, a               

full-face shield is required. When welding, a welding mask, fire retardant jacket, and gloves              

must be worn by everyone in the welding room. Welding curtains are used to shield others                

outside the room. 

Operational Hazards and Safety Precautions 

Besides construction of the rig, there are other hazards associated with the rig operation itself.               

For example, the moving of the competition rock is a commonly discussed hazard. Pinching and               

back/lifting hazards are present when moving the rock and placing the rock. A dolly with an                

extra-large nose plate and straps have been made available for use in moving the rock to                

location. When positioning the rock under the rig, neither the rig nor rock must be lifted per a                  
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new safety addition to the rig. A lever arm on the rig can be opened to roll the rig on top of the                       

rock. This simple solution eliminates the hazard of manually lifting the rock or the rig over the                 

rock, reducing the risk of back, hand, and foot injuries. 

The increased mobility of the new rig design also creates a safer operating environment. The               

linear actuators allow for easier rigging up and rigging down because the rig will not have to be                  

disassembled to get underneath doorways and fit inside the bed of pickup trucks. Lifting              

hazards are reduced because the whole rig can roll around without having to carry the top mast                 

like last year’s rig.  

During operation of the rig, an emergency stop button will be placed on the rig for anyone to                  

press if they see hazardous practices or unsafe behaviors. There is another emergency stop              

button near the driller workstation as well. This is an implementation of the SWA policy               

mentioned before. The emergency stop button near the rig will directly cut the power to all                

components of the drill, stopping all operations. A button at the driller workstation will do the                

same remotely. Testing the drilling operations will take place outside in the parking lot behind               

the Design Center as to minimize the noise and dust hazards inside. Also, the drilling area can                 

be more controlled outside without interfering with other design teams’ work. Drilling outdoors is              

less crowded and inherently safer. 

Lessons Learned 

Improvements Made from Last Year 

The Missouri S&T Drillbotics Design Team has made several improvements over last years rig              

including a new controls system, safety features, sensor instrumentation and redundancy, and            

improved vertical movement. Our first competition last year made it clear that improvement was              

needed in all of these areas. The new controls systems makes it easier to add new sensors in                  

the future, and reduces the amount of wires in the control box, as well as makes it easier for the                    

future team to troubleshoot any electrical problems. The improved safety features of plexiglas             

and hazard lighting will protect the rig operators, as well as any bystanders from any potential of                 

contact with flying debris or with the rotating shaft. The new load cell will ensure accurate                

readings for weight on bit, and eliminated the use of strain gauges in our design that led to                  
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many issues. Lasty, the new feedback actuators will allow the user to precisely control the four                

actuators without the misalignment issues seen in the past.  

Lessons Learned this Year 

In this year’s design, the team has not only focused on the improved functionality of the rig, but                  

the long term ability for future teams to use the rig and add new sensors if they so desire. The                    

custom circuit boards that were designed will aid in this long term vision. 

Cost Estimate/Funding Plan 
 

As of December 2018, the Missouri S&T Drillbotics team has raised a total of $3,530.00 from                

university and private donations, plus an additional $3,224.41 remaining from last year’s budget.             

This sums to $6,477.41 The original operating budget for the design team is $6,500 split in three                 

ways between the electrical/software subgroup, the mechanical subgroup, and the fluid           

system/testing subgroup in the amounts of $2,000, $3,000, and $500 respectively. The            

remaining $1,000 is set aside for tool costs, travel costs, and other miscellaneous expenditures              

that may arise. This budget has been refined since the previous year by approximately $2,000               

due to having secured most of the necessary tools and additional knowledge gained by the               

team. Additional parts that were recycled from the 2017/2018 rig totalled $2,545.82 It should be               

noted that these budgets are for all operating costs, which includes prototyping, testing, and              

replacement part costs. Tables 8, 9, and 10 will show the total expenditures of each subgroup                

and what parts were purchased. 

 

Description Quantity 

Cost 
Per 
Item Cost 

Custom circuit boards 1 $50.00 $500.00 

Circuit board components 1 $1000.00 $1000.00 

Raspberry Pis 3 $30.00 $90.00 
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Arduino Nanos 10 $3.00 $30.00 

  Total 
$1,620.0
0 

Table 8—Electrical and Software Subgroup 

 

Description Quantity 
Cost Per  
Item Cost 

In Line Load Cell 1 $635.00 $635.00 

Polycarbonate Sheet 1 $187.99 $187.99 

Aluminum Plate 24x24x0.25" 1 $124.55 $124.55 

T slotted framing 8.5ft 4 $25.41 $101.64 

Fasteners 1 $100.00 $100.00 

Plate mesh 1 $100.00 $100.00 

Couplings 3 $45.00 $135.00 

Actuators 4 $175.99 $703.96 

Drill Pipes 4 $9.44 $37.76 

HDPE Pegboard 1 $44.25 $44.25 

Square Steel Tube 1" X 1" X 11 2ft         
section 2 $8.48 $16.96 

Square Steel Tube 3/4" X 3/4" X 11        
2ft section 2 $6.24 $12.48 

1010 T Slot 30 in 2 $8.85 $17.70 

1010 T Slot 24 in 1 $7.47 $7.47 

1010 T Slot 22 in 2 $7.01 $14.02 

Hidden Corner Connector:   
Inside-Inside 2 $5.15 $10.30 

Easy-to-Machine 1117 Carbon Steel,    
1-1/2" Diameter 

5 $25.36 $126.80 

  Total $2,375.88 

Table 9—Mechanical Subgroup 
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Description Quantity 
Cost Per  
Item Cost 

EASTMAN 3/8-in x 20-ft    
Polyethylene Tubing (1/4" ID) 

1 $5.49 $5.49 

QUIKRETE 50-lb All-Purpose Sand 4 $4.98 $19.92 

Sakrete Portland 94-lb Type-I/II    
Cement Mix 

3 $11.98 $35.94 

3/4'' x 48'' Dowel rod 1 $2.98 $2.98 

1'' x 48 '' Dowl rod 1 $3.98 $3.98 

Dish Soap 6 $5.64 $33.84 

Clx SPA antifoam 1 $6.38 $6.38 

1.5" x 1' High-Strength 2024     
Aluminum Tubes 

1 $23.54 $23.54 

1.75" x 0.5' High-Strength 2024     
Aluminum Tubes 

1 $23.07 $23.07 

Flow Sensor 1 $138.50 $138.50 

Centrex Rugged Tote 50-Gallon    
(200-Quart) Gray Tote with    
Standard Snap Lid 

1 $21.98 $21.98 

EASTMAN 3/8-in x 20-ft    
Polyethylene Tubing (1/4" ID) 

1 $5.49 $5.49 

QUIKRETE 50-lb All-Purpose Sand 4 $4.98 $19.92 

Sakrete Portland 94-lb Type-I/II    
Cement Mix 

3 $11.98 $35.94 

3/4'' x 48'' Dowel rod 1 $2.98 $2.98 

Sakrete Portland 94-lb Type-I/II    
Cement Mix 

3 $11.98 $35.94 

  Total $315.62 

Table 10—Fluid System/Testing Subgroup 

With this information, the rig will be constructed for approximately $6,900; well under the              

competition limit.  
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Conclusions 
The goal and accomplishments of this design cycle has been to address the concerns and               

limitations of the rig at last year’s competition including actuator misalignment, accurate weight             

on bit measurements, safety shielding, and a more robust plug and play sensor network.              

Overall, the rig will use linear actuators again instead of a block and tackle system for increased                 

mobility, and will be controlled with the newly designed circuit boards to provide a greater ability                

for plug and play expansion and easier troubleshooting. The drilling algorithm has also been              

reevaluated to provide fewer hindrances to a high ROP. To achieve the deviated wellbore as               

required for this year, the team will make use of a steel whipstock, sacrificing speed for                

simplicity. Finally, the foam fluid system has been kept the same, and will be evaluated during                

testing for optimal performance. 

 

This year, Missouri S&T Drillbotics has again went “beyond the textbooks” and gained a              

hands-on understanding of automated drilling. The team has learned the organizational           

problem-solving process essential for the successful development of a market-ready product           

that will be invaluable to their future careers. Business, marketing, logistics, communications            

and teamwork skills that this design team incorporates in its day-to-day operations mirror the              

global design process used in industry world-wide. With the new additions this year, the              

Missouri S&T team is on track to develop a competitive and effective miniature drilling rig. 

 

Lastly, once again here is the link to the design report video: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IJMukH36nyw  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IJMukH36nyw
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Appendix B: List of Calculations 
Calculations Formula Reference Results 

Force to Cause   
Tensile Failure A  F = σ = σ 4

π D( 2 − d2)  
 785.5 lbs 

Burst Pressure P = D
2σ tt  

Barlow’s 
Formula 

4090 psi 

Max WOB KFmax =
L2

π EI2  
Euler’s 
Formula 

11.26 lbf,  
180.4 lbf 

Moment of Inertia   
for a Pipe  I = π

64 D( 4 − d4)  
 0.0006817 in4 

Maximum Torque Tmax = c
τJ  

 113.8 lb-in 

Polar Moment of   
Inertia for a   
Hollow Shaft 

 J = π
32 D( 4 − d4)  

 0.00136 in4 

Strain Created  
during Max WOB εE = σ  

 2.17 x 10-5,   
3.6 x 10-4 

Stress Created  
during Max WOB Aσpotential = Fmax  

 224.67 lbf/in2,  
3594.77 lbf/in2 

Definition of MSE SEM =  V olume Removed
Total Energy Input  

Hamrick N/A 

MSE Broken into   
Vertical and  SEM =  V olume Removed

V ertical Energy Input + V olume Removed
Rotational Energy Input  

Hamrick N/A 
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Rotational 
Components 
MSE Broken into   
Vertical and  
Rotational 
Components 

SEM =  Area ∆h*
WOB ∆h* + Area ∆h*

T 2π Number of  Rotations* *  

Hamrick N/A 

Distance 
Travelled h∆ =  Rotation Per Minute

Penetration per Minute =  ROPRPM = P  
Hamrick N/A 

Teale’s MSE  
Equation SEM =  Area

WOB + Area ROP*
2π RPM T* *  

Hamrick N/A 

Hamrick 
Assumptions 1  
and 2 

OBT = f (WOB) = A0 + A1 *W  

Hamrick N/A 

Hamrick 
Assumption 3 OB OBP = g (WOB) = B2*W

2 + B1 *W + B0  
Hamrick N/A 

Hamrick 
Assumption 4 SEM = Area

WOB + Area ROP*
2π RPM T* * =  Area

WOB + 2π T*
Area P*

= Area
WOB

Hamrick N/A 

Hamrick MSE SEM = Area
WOB +  2π (A +A WOB)* 0 1*

Area (B WOB +B WOB+B )* 2*
2

1* 0
 

Hamrick N/A 

Foam Quality ×100%Γ = V gas
V +Vgas liquid

 
Sherif, et.  
al. 

N/A 

Practical Foam  
Quality ρρfoam = Γ gas + (1 )− Γ ρliquid  

 90.2% 

Fluid Velocity V f = q
2.448 (d −d )2

2
2
1

 
Bourgoyne, 
et. al. 

Various 

Apparent 
Viscosity   μa = k

144 ( V f

d −d2 1 )1−n( 2+ n
1

0.0208)
n

 
Bourgoyne, 
et. al. 

Various 

n .32log( )n = 3 θ300

θ600  
Bourgoyne, 
et. al. 

Various 

k k = 511n
210 θ300  

Bourgoyne, 
et. al. 

Various 

Reynolds Number NRe = μa

928 ρ v df s s  
Bourgoyne, 
et. al. 

Various 

Drag Coefficent f = 40
NRe

 
Bourgoyne, 
et. al. 

Various 

Slip Velocity .89  V s = 1 √ ( )f
ds

ρf
ρs − 1  

Bourgoyne, 
et. al. 

Various 

Cutting Velocity V p = V f − V s  
Bourgoyne, 
et. al. 

Various 
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Transport 
Efficiency ransport Eff iciency ×100%T = V f

V p  
Bourgoyne, 
et. al. 

Various (See  
Table 6) 
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Appendix C: Nomenclature 
 

 

µa=apparent viscosity (cp) 

A=Cross-sectional Area of Drill pipe     

(in2) 

Area = Cross sectional area of drill       

space (in2) 

d=inside diameter (in) 

D=outside diameter (in) 

d1=outer diameter of drill pipe (in) 

d2=diameter of open hole (in) 

ds=diameter of cuttings (in) 

E=Young’s Modulus (psi) 

f=drag coefficient 

F=maximum tensile force (lb) 

Fmax=Maximum WOB (psi) 

I=Moment of Inertia (in4) 

J=Polar Moment of Inertia (in4) 

K=Adjustment Factor 

L=drill pipe length (in) 

MSE = Mechanical Specific Energy     

(psi) 

NRe=Reynolds number 

P = Penetration per Revolution (in/rev) 

P=Burst pressure (psi) 

q=circulation rate (ft3/min) 

ROP = Penetration per Minute (in/min) 

RPM = Rotations per Minute 

T = Torque (in-lb) 

t=drill pipe thickness (in) 

 

Tmax=Maximum Torque (lb-in) 

vf=Fluid velocity (ft/s) 

Vgas=Volume of gas component (cm3) 

Vliquid=Volume of liquid component (cm3) 

vp=cutting velocity (ft/s) 

vs=assumed slip velocity (ft/s) 

vs=new slip velocity (ft/s) 

WOB=Weight on Bit (lb) 

Γ=Foam quality (%) 

Δh = Change in height of drill bit (in) 

ε=strain (in/in) 

θ300=viscometer reading at 300 RPM (°) 

θ600=viscometer reading at 600 RPM (°) 

ρf=density of drilling fluid (lb/gal) 

ρfoam=foam density (g/cm3) 

ρgas=gas component density (g/cm3) 

ρliquid=liquid component density (g/cm3) 

ρs=cutting density (lb/gal) 

σ=Tensile strength (lb) 

σpotential=Stress from Max WOB (psi) 

σt=allowable stress (psi) 

τ=Shear Stress (psi) 

 

 


